Scale and boundary conditions effects on the apparent elastic moduli of trabecular bone modeled as a periodic cellular solid.
We study apparent elastic moduli of trabecular bone, which is represented, for simplicity, by a two- or three-dimensional periodic cellular network. The term "apparent" refers to the case when the region used in calculations (or specimen size) is smaller than a representative volume element and the moduli depend on the size of that region and boundary conditions. Both the bone tissue forming the network and the pores (represented by a very soft material) are assumed, for simplicity, as homogeneous, linear elastic, and isotropic. In order to investigate the effects of scale and boundary conditions on the moduli of these networks we vary the specimen size and apply four different boundary conditions: displacement, traction, mixed, and periodic. The analysis using periodic boundary conditions gives the effective moduli, while the displacement, traction, and mixed boundary conditions give apparent moduli. The apparent moduli calculated using displacement and traction boundary conditions bound the effective moduli from above and below, respectively. The larger is the size of the region used in our calculations, the closer are the bounds. Our choice of mixed boundary conditions gives results that are very close to those obtained using periodic boundary conditions. We conduct this analysis computationally using a finite element method. We also investigate the effect of mismatch in elastic moduli of bone tissue and soft fill, trabecular bone structure geometry, and bone tissue volume fraction on the apparent elastic moduli of idealized periodic models of trabecular bone. This study gives guidance on how the size of the specimen and boundary conditions (used in experiments or simulations) influence elastic moduli of cellular materials. This approach is applicable to heterogeneous materials in general.